Mammals and other complex organisms can transcribe an abundance of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) that fulfill a wide variety of regulatory roles in many biological processes. These roles, including as scaffolds and as guides for protein-coding genes, mainly depend on the structure and expression level of lncRNAs. In this review, we focus on the current methods for analyzing lncRNA structure and expression, which is basic but necessary information for in-depth, large-scale analysis of lncRNA functions. The ENCODE project, which has published 30 papers to date, including a few that extensively characterize long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), has revealed that 76% of the human genome is transcribed to produce a range of lncRNAs [1] . The landscape of lncRNAs in mammals was unveiled by the rapid progress of deep sequencing technology [2] and computational methods to identify lncRNA [3, 4] . These lncRNAs participate in a wide variety of biological processes, such as imprinting control, cell differentiation, immune responses through regulating expression, and activity and localization of protein coding genes [5, 6] . However, the function and mechanisms of most lncRNAs are still unknown. Here, we combine our work and other related work to systematically illustrate the current methods to study lncRNA function through their structures and expression profiles.
The ENCODE project, which has published 30 papers to date, including a few that extensively characterize long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), has revealed that 76% of the human genome is transcribed to produce a range of lncRNAs [1] . The landscape of lncRNAs in mammals was unveiled by the rapid progress of deep sequencing technology [2] and computational methods to identify lncRNA [3, 4] . These lncRNAs participate in a wide variety of biological processes, such as imprinting control, cell differentiation, immune responses through regulating expression, and activity and localization of protein coding genes [5, 6] . However, the function and mechanisms of most lncRNAs are still unknown. Here, we combine our work and other related work to systematically illustrate the current methods to study lncRNA function through their structures and expression profiles.
RNA secondary structure prediction
Secondary structures of RNAs are the basis of their tertiary structures, so we will first briefly review methods for their prediction. Such methods predict standard Watson-Crick base pairs (AU and CG) and non-standard base pairs in a RNA sequence. There are many methods for RNA secondary structure prediction, which are based on different principles. Here we focus on two types of commonly used methods: the minimum free energy method [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and the multiple sequence alignment method [1214] .
The minimum free energy methods are now the most widely used methods of RNA secondary structure predic-tion. Mfold, proposed by Zuker and Stiegler [7] , was the earliest-developed minimum free energy prediction algorithm. Mfold uses a dynamic programming algorithm to produce a large number of RNA secondary structure candidates, and then calculates their global free energies by adding up those of independent candidates using the nearest neighborhood approximation. The free energies of the structural units are determined experimentally. Mfold can quickly and efficiently predict the lowest free energy secondary structures of RNAs. RNAfold, developed by Hofacker and Stadler [8] , is another RNA secondary structure prediction method based on the minimum free energy principle. The method is part of the Vienna Package and its advantage is that it can give the probabilities of base-pair formation, and is able to sample suboptimal free energy structures. RNAstructure by Reuter and Mathews [9] is also an RNA secondary structure prediction method based on the minimum free energy principle, but uses alternative thermodynamic parameters. Furthermore, RNAstructure can use experimental information to improve the accuracy of secondary structure prediction. RNAshapes by Steffen et al. [10] is another commonly used method of RNA secondary structure prediction, which can predict a large number of potential secondary structures with a range of free energy above the lowest value, and then clusters them into different classes. Thus, one can use other biological information (e.g., experimental data) to identify the possible native secondary structure from these classes.
Pseudoknot prediction is a very difficult problem in RNA secondary structure prediction. Most RNA secondary structure prediction methods cannot predict pseudoknot structures [15] . pknotsRG by Reeder et al. [16] is one method for predicting the pseudoknot structures, which extends the free energy parameters to include those for pseudoknot structural elements. FlexStem by Chen et al. [17] is another method for predicting pseudoknot structures, and combines global and local minimum free energy principles by using a maximal stem strategy and a stem-adding rule.
With the rapid growth in RNA homologous structure data, RNA secondary structure prediction methods using multiple sequence alignment have also been developed. With respect to the nucleotide sequence of RNA, base pairs are very conservative and can form conservative secondary structure elements such as helical stems. Multiple sequence analysis compares the sequence similarity of multiple RNA secondary structures to find conserved units to predict the secondary structures of unknown RNA sequences. Dynalign [12] , RNAalifold [13] , and ILM [14] are multiple sequence alignment prediction algorithms based on the minimum free energy principle. ILM can also predict RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots.
Although RNA secondary structure prediction methods have developed significantly, subject to the limitations of the number of available experimental structures and precise determination of thermodynamic parameters of RNA secondary structure elements, prediction accuracy is about 70% [18] and needs further improvement.
2 Three-dimensional non-coding RNA structure prediction Non-coding RNA molecules need to form specific tertiary structures to perform their biological functions. Therefore, solving RNA tertiary structures is essential for understanding their functions. However, the number of solved tertiary structures of noncoding RNA molecules is very limited (less than 1000) due to the experimental difficulties of determining RNA structures. Therefore, many computational methods for predicting RNA tertiary structures have been proposed. However, compared with protein tertiary structure prediction, RNA tertiary structure prediction is still at a very early stage. Initially, only homology modeling methods or prediction methods for small RNA tertiary structures, like ERNA-3D [19, 20] and Manip [21, 22] , were available. RNA tertiary structure prediction methods, in the true sense, have only begun to appear and undergo greater development in recent years [23, 24] .
FARNA, proposed by Das and Baker [25] at Seattle University, assembles three-dimensional (3D) fragments of RNAs into their RNA tertiary structures. The method is inspired by the protein tertiary structure prediction methods (Rosetta) of Baker et al. [26] . FARNA uses coarse-grained models to represent the base structures by taking the center of each base as a virtual atom. The experimentally determined ribosomal RNA tertiary structure is cut into 3D fragments of 3 nt and used as templates to predict the local 3D structures of RNAs. FARNA first uses the target sequence information to divide the primary structure into multiple small windows, and then replaces them with 3D fragment structures selected randomly from the 3D fragment structure library using the Monte Carlo method, and finally uses an energy function to pick out possible models of the near-native tertiary structure. For small RNA molecules with lengths less than 30 nt, prediction accuracy of about 4 Å root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) for the main chains can be achieved. The prediction accuracy of FARNA can be further improved by considering secondary and tertiary structure information [27] . Recently, Baker et al. [28] improved FARNA into an all-atomic structure prediction method with high accuracy, FARFAR. However, FARFAR can only be used to predict tertiary structure of small RNA molecules (<20 nt).
NAST (The Nucleic Acid Simulation Tool) proposed by Jonikas et al. [29] is a method of predicting RNA tertiary structure based on molecular dynamics simulations, using a statistical potential energy function. It uses a coarsegrained model (C3′ atoms) to represent the corresponding nucleotides. The statistical potential energy function was trained on the ribosomal RNA tertiary structure. The input data of NAST includes sequence and secondary structure of the target RNA molecules. The tertiary interactions of the target structures can also be added to guide the folding process of RNA molecules. In the case where only the sequence and secondary structure are known, the method can only predict the tertiary structures of small RNA molecules with relatively simple topology (<40 nt), and the prediction accuracy (RMSD) is about 8 Å. If tertiary interaction information is added to guide the prediction, the accuracy is greatly improved.
iFoldRNA, proposed by the Dokholyan group at the University of North Carolina, uses discrete molecular dynamics to simulate the formation of RNA tertiary structures [30, 31] . The main idea of the discrete molecular dynamics is the use of square-well potentials or hard-sphere potentials instead of continuous interaction potential energy functions. Outside the potential wells, interaction forces are zero. This simplified interaction model greatly increases the computing speed. This method has been applied to simulate the folding of protein molecules since the 1980s [32] . Furthermore, the phosphate group, ribose, and base of each RNA nucleotide are simplified as three virtual atoms having certain respective size, and then the folding of this coarsegrained model is simulated using the discrete molecular dynamics to find possible tertiary structures of the corresponding RNA. iFoldRNA uses an extended chain as the initial structure of the discrete molecular dynamics simulations, then uses replica exchange to sample the conformation space, and determines the predicted tertiary structures by calculating the free energy. If only the RNA sequence is known, iFoldRNA can accurately predict the tertiary structures of small RNA molecules (<50 nt). For larger RNAs of complex topology, the prediction accuracy is severely reduced (about 23 Å RMSD). But by including secondary and tertiary structure interactions, the prediction accuracy can be greatly improved [33] . BARNACLE, proposed by Frellsen et al. [34] , uses a random sampling method to rotate the dihedral angles to predict RNA tertiary structures. The majority of RNA tertiary structure prediction methods use fragment-assembling approaches to solve the problem of sampling. Experimentally-determined 3D structures of small fragments can be combined into a candidate of the near-native structure. However, this approach cannot perform large-scale sampling in the vicinity of the target structure, and so care must be taken with the results of the tertiary structure prediction. The Barnacle probability model, using a random sampling method, can carry out large-scale sampling in the vicinity of the local structures for the rotating dihedral angles. This may solve the bottleneck problem of sampling. Results show that, if only RNA sequence and secondary structure information are used, BARNACLE could accurately predict the tertiary structure of small RNA molecules (<50 nt, approximately 10 Å RMSD). However, with longer or more topologically-complex RNA molecules, sampling becomes very difficult due to the large number of degrees of freedom.
CG Model, established by the Gutell and Ren groups [35] at the University of Texas at Austin, also uses a coarsegrained model to predict RNA tertiary structure. The method represents each nucleotide by five simplified virtual atoms, including two virtual atoms for the main-chain atoms (a phosphate group and a sugar) and three virtual atoms for bases, to describe a stacking effect. It also uses the statistics of 688 experimental structures to fit the potential energy function of the coarse-grained model [36, 37] . Molecular dynamics simulation for 15 RNAs from 12-27 nt using the CG Model showed that for 75% of the RNA molecules, at least one track can arrive at a near-native structure. By including secondary structure or tertiary interaction information, all 15 of the RNA molecules successfully folded into near-native structures using the CG Model (about 6.5 Å RMSD). The CG Model can accurately predict the tertiary structure of small RNA molecules.
RNA2D3D, proposed by Shapiro et al. [38] , builds RNA tertiary structures based on the standard bases and base-pair structures. Different from most RNA tertiary structure modeling and prediction algorithms, the structural library of this method only includes the standard base structure and the standard A-form helical structures of base pairs. RNA2D3D uses secondary structures as templates and transforms them into 3D structures by replacing the corresponding RNA secondary structure with the standard A-form helical structures of the base pairs. RNA2D3D can build 3D models of RNA molecules automatically, but the generated models usually have serious steric clashes, including covalent bond cleavage, atomic overlap, or chain crossing, and therefore require further optimization and manual adjustments to generate a reasonable RNA tertiary structure [38, 39] . Using RNA2D3D, Shapiro et al.
[4042] predicted the pseudoknot structure of the telomerase RNA, with a length of 48 nt, and the overall accuracy can reach 7 Å RMSD after adjustment and optimization.
The Vfold model, proposed by Chen's group at the University of Missouri, builds tertiary structures of RNA molecules based on their method of secondary structure folding kinetics [43] . Vfold is a coarse-grained model that uses the phosphorus atom (P), carbon atoms (C4), and virtual base atoms to represent each part of a nucleotide structure. This method first predicts the secondary structure of the target RNA from sequence using secondary structure folding kinetics, then uses the secondary structure information to build a coarse-grained template of the tertiary structure, and finally replaces the template structure with the experimental fragment structure, giving a final prediction. Vfold can predict the tertiary structures of small RNA molecules with a mean accuracy of 3.84 Å C4-atom RMSD.
MC-Sym, proposed by Major et al. [44, 45] , uses the secondary structures predicted by MC-Fold to build RNA tertiary structure. MC-Fold can predict the secondary structures of target RNAs using the minimum free energy meth-od. MC-Sym uses sets of nucleotide cyclic motifs to build RNA structures. The advantage of this method is that both standard and non-standard base pairs can be considered, as well as experimental information like base distance, dihedral angle, rotation angle, and local 3D structure. MCFold/MC-Sym can predict the tertiary structures of small RNA molecules (10-30 nt) with accuracy of about 4 Å (C4 atoms) RMSD.
ASSEMBLE, by Westhof's group at the University of Strasbourg, is a RNA tertiary structure modeling method that uses adjustment and optimization based on humancomputer interaction [46] . This method can use multisequence alignment algorithms to find a large amount of secondary and tertiary structure information from homologous RNA molecules to help build RNA tertiary structure models. ASSEMBLE can employ human-computer interaction to adjust tertiary structure characteristics of base pairing, base distance, rotation angle and dihedral angle. A major advantage of the method is that, with the help of homologous information and operators, ASSEMBLE can greatly reduce the computation time. However, this method can be difficult for inexperienced operators or with less homologous information.
Liang and Schlick [47, 48] systematically assessed existing RNA tertiary structure prediction methods and found that the accuracy is greater than 6.0 Å for most RNAs (50-130 nt), with a mean RMSD of 20 Å. Also, existing RNA tertiary structure prediction methods are mostly not automated, requiring human interaction for further manual adjustments to optimize the generated structures. Despite much effort on modeling and predicting noncoding RNA tertiary structures, two major problems remain. First, the highly-accurate prediction is only achievable for small or simple RNA molecules. Second, the results need manual adjustment in most cases. Therefore, automated prediction of tertiary structure of long non-coding RNA molecules remains a challenge.
Recently, we introduced a novel method for automated building of RNA tertiary structures based on RNA sequence and secondary structure [49] : 3dRNA (//122.205.6.127/ 3dRNA/3dRNA.html). As the tertiary structures of RNAs are restrained to a large extent by their secondary structures, we used a hierarchical approach. First, we divided a RNA structure into basic secondary structures (hairpin, double-helix, multi-way junctions, and pseudoknots), and then further divided them into the smallest structural elements (base pair, hairpin loop, inner loop, bulge loop and pseudoknot loop, junction, etc.). The smallest structural elements have greater conformation spaces to search their 3D templates, as we found that the 3D conformations of the backbones of the smallest structural elements of the same length and the same type are similar, even if their sequences are different. This can improve the accuracy of RNA structure prediction methods significantly. We selected the appropriate 3D templates for the smallest structural elements from our library extracted from experimental structures. The selected 3D templates included an additional base pair at their 5′ ends, which enabled us to use the experimental structure information to build loop structures, and this can increase the prediction accuracy. Guided by the secondary structure, the templates are first assembled into the secondary structural units, which are then assembled into a complete tertiary RNA structure.
3dRNA has been tested on a database of 300 nonredundant RNA monomers from 12-101 nt in length (including hairpins, double helices, pseudoknots, and multi-way junction structures). The results show the mean accuracy (heavy-atom RMSD) is 3.74 Å: 1.93 Å for double helices, 3.6 Å for hairpins, and 5.7 Å for complex molecular structures. Figure 1 gives two examples of structures predicted by 3dRNA. One structure is a 27-nt pseudoknot with a prediction accuracy of 3.46 Å RMSD, while the other is an L-type tRNA structure with a prediction accuracy of 3.80 Å RMSD. We also compared 3dRNA with existing RNA tertiary structure prediction methods (FARNA, RNA2D3D, iFoldRNA, V-Fold, and MC-Sym) [49] . As the FARNA and V-fold servers were unavailable, the prediction results from the papers describing FARNA and V-fold were used for comparison (Table 1 ) [49] . The prediction accuracy of other methods (RNA2D3D, iFoldRNA, and MC-Sym) were calculated for a database of 185 RNAs built by us ( Table 2 ). The results show that the prediction accuracy of 3dRNA is significantly higher than these methods, especially for larger or more topologically-complex RNAs. As mentioned above, Liang and Schlick [4748] found that the mean prediction accuracy (RMSD) of existing prediction methods is 20 Å. For example, the RMSD of MC-Sym on our database of 185 RNAs was 16.9 Å, while that of 3dRNA is 7.52 Å. This indicates that the accuracy of existing prediction methods decreases more rapidly with increasing RNA length than 3dRNA does. For longer RNAs, choosing correct conformations for various loops is critical to the highly-precise 
Using lncRNA expression profiles derived from microarrays to predict lncRNA functions
Researchers have identified tens of thousands of lncRNAs from mammalian genomes, and have systematically studied the function of many of them [6, 50, 51] . The functions of some lncRNAs, such as HOTAIR [52] , AIR [53] , and Kcnq1ot1 [54] , have been characterized experimentally, and computational methods for large-scale prediction of lncRNA function have also been established [55, 56] . It is important to note that determining lncRNA expression levels is the most important factor for studying their functions. To effectively and conveniently detect the expression level of lncRNAs, we developed a combined microarray containing probes that targeted both mRNAs and lncRNAs. Version 3 of the combined microarray will be released soon.
We collected lncRNAs from 15 data sources (Table 3) . GENCODE released a comprehensive set of 22444 lncRNAs in March 2013 [57] . Most of the other data sources focused on specific lncRNAs, such as lncRNAs from HOX gene loci and ultraconserved regions. Some lncRNAs in one data source were also included in other data sources, usually with different IDs. To obtain a nonredundant set of lncRNAs, we based it on lncRNAs released by GENCODE, then added lncRNAs from other data sources that were not identified by GENCODE. Version 3 of the combined microarray contained approximately 37000 non-redundant lncRNAs.
One probe was designed for each lncRNA, based on its sequence. We tried to design probes that would specifically bind to their targets without cross-hybridization and would hybridize under similar conditions. The mRNA probes were provided by CapitalBio Corporation (Beijing, China).
The combined microarray of lncRNAs and mRNAs will enable studies of lncRNA function, especially in diseases. The combined microarray will also provide clues for molecular mechanisms of a large number of unknown lncRNAs.
Based on expression profiles of both lncRNAs and mRNAs, we have developed a computational pipeline for large-scale annotation of lncRNA functions [55, 56, 66] . First, gene expression values for several datasets were used to construct a two-color coding/non-coding gene co-expression network. Then, multiple methods, including hub-based, module-based, and global-based analysis, can be used to predict lncRNA functions based on the co-expression network. The hub-based method assigns functions to central Moreover, previous studies have demonstrated that genes within a co-expressed module usually possess similar functions [56] . Thus, lncRNA functions could also be deduced from the protein-coding genes within the same modules. The above two methods were exclusively based on a local strategy that can only annotate a limited number of lncRNAs. We have recently developed a long non-coding RNA global function predictor (lnc-GFP) for large-scale prediction of lncRNAs functions (http://www.bioinfo.org/ ncfans/), based on the same co-expression network [55] .
Future directions
Although the abundance and functional importance of lncRNAs has been verified, exploring their mechanisms is a developing but difficult field. A deep understanding of their structure, expression profile, and other information, such as chromatin signature, will be required to characterize the functional mechanisms of lncRNAs, using advances in highthroughput approaches including RNA-seq [2] , chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) [67] , RNA immunoprecipitation sequencing (RIP-seq) [68] , and chromatin isolation by RNA purification (CHIRP-seq) [69] . Many questions remain to be addressed in this rapidly expanding field. Specifically, detailed knowledge of structure-function relationships in lncRNAs is still limited, and the functional significance of tissue-or cell line-specific expression of lncRNAs is also uncharacterized, and these issues should be addressed in future studies. 
